
By: Essa Al Hussaini 

MG3.3  U9   U10   Midterm 

Name: ____________________________________________ Class: ________  Mark: _______ 

 
1) Read the text then answer the questions below 

 

Eyeliner, with origins dating back to 10,000 BC, wasn't just for beauty in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

Made from kohl, it was believed to protect the eyes from the harsh sun, evil spirits, and even wrinkles. Worn 

by both men and women, this early eyeliner paved the way for the dramatic and subtle lines we use today. 
 

1. Besides looking good,  
what other reasons did people in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia wear eyeliner? 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Eyeliner is a cosmetic invention from the past century.   True  -  False 
 

2) Choose the correct answer 
 

1. Khoyout Al Ma'azeeb  is an ( amaze  -  amazed  -  amazes  -  amazing ) TV series.  We enjoyed watching it. 

2. He ( asked us if  -  said if us  -  telling us if  -  ask if us  ) we were  students. 

3) Correct the underlined error 
 

• While listen to her evening podcast, she cooked dinner.   _______________________   
 

4) Rewrite to express ability using    "can " 
 

• Adnan plays tennis well.   _________________________________________________  
 

5) Tick  (  ) what kind of noun clause the sentence has 
 

Sentence After a verb 
After an 

adjective 

As a subject of 

sentence 

He is sure that these products are not tested on animals.    
 

6) Tick (  ) what the sentence expresses 
 

Sentence advice possibility request obligation 

Judging by the clouds, it might rain today.     
 

 

7) Fill in the spaces  malicious  –   synthetic  –  immune   
 

1. There are no natural materials in this shirt.   It’s all __________________  . 

2. He complained that he'd been receiving __________________   gossip. 

Tick ()      the MEANING of the word            the OPPOSITE of the word 
 

• ridicule 

 removed; taken out  

• plump 

 dull 

 making fun of   vice 

 chemical substances   asymmetry 

 better than others   thin 
 

8) Write TWO reasons about:   Why People Gossip 


